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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too ...
Windows XP is the undisputed market leader among operating systems, and the enhancements and security improvements in Service Pack 2 made it even better. So if you already know how to turn on a PC and use a mouse, here's the place to learn how to use every fabulous feature of Windows XP. Let an...
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Microemulsions: Properties and Applications (Surfactant Science)CRC Press, 2008
The effective use of microemulsions has increased dramatically during the past few decades as major industrial applications have increased in a variety of fields. This volume provides a complete and systematic assessment of all topics affecting microemulsion performance, discussing fundamental characteristics, theories, and applications of these...
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Beginning Visual C# 2010 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	C# is a relatively new language that was unveiled to the world when Microsoft announced the first version of its .NET Framework in July 2000. Since then its popularity has rocketed, and it has arguably become the language of choice for both Windows and Web developers who use the .NET Framework. Part of the appeal of C# comes from its clear...
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ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment WorkbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	ECG Diagnosis: A Self-Assessment Workbook provides an educational self-assessment

	guideline for the interpretation of various electrocardiographic abnormalities. In this

	book, 250 common and clinically pertinent ECG abnormalities are included. Thus, any

	ECG tracings showing extremely unusual and rare ECG abnormalities or complex...
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Game Data Analysis – Tools and MethodsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Probably the best book available on the overlooked art of game data analysis, this tutorial will help you improve your products by utilizing the right tools and techniques. Written by a dedicated professional in the field.


	Overview

	
		Familiarize yourself with the main key performance indicators for game...
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Node.js Web Development: Server-side development with Node 10 made easy, 4th EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create a fault-tolerant backend for your real-time applications using Docker, Node.js 10, and MongoDB, and implement HTTPS for hardened security

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn server-side programming with JavaScript and Node.js 10
	
			Explore the latest JavaScript features and ECMAScript...
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Trading the Fixed Income, Inflation and Credit Markets: A Relative Value GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Trading the Fixed Income, Inflation and Credit Markets is a comprehensive guide to the most popular strategies that are used in the wholesale financial markets, answering the question: what is the optimal way to express a view on expected market movements? This relatively unique approach to relative value highlights the pricing...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
This thorough, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators delivers expert guidance on sophisticated uses of Transact-SQL (T-SQL)—one of the most familiar and powerful programming languages for SQL Server. Written by a T-SQL guru, this guide focuses on language features and how they are interpreted and processed by the...
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET 4 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	DVD includes Visual Web Developer 2010 Express and ASP.NET 4


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete, professional-quality web solutions with ASP.NET 4 and Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2010. Using this...
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Advances in Web Based Learning - ICWL 2008: 7th International Conference, Jinhua, China, August 20-22, 2008, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer ... Applications, incl. Internet/Web, and HCI)Springer, 2008

	This year, we received about 170 submissions to ICWL 2008. There were a total of 52 full papers, representing an acceptance rate of about 30%, plus one invited paper accepted for inclusion in this LNCS proceedings. The authors of these accepted papers came from many different countries. We would like to thank all the reviewers for spending...
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Modeling Software with Finite State Machines: A Practical ApproachAuerbach Publications, 2006
This book discusses a topic that is among the central questions of software development. Therefore, we must position ourselves in that area to justify our right to express our opinion on that topic. Saying “we” implies at least one person in the co-author group. We have worked for several years in software development using various...
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2008 (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008

	Written by industry professionals who have been working with SQL Server 2008 since the earliest code, this reference expertly covers the programming fundamentals for SQL Server 2008 with crucial real-world context and extensive code samples.

	

	Get the hands-on programming instruction, practical examples, and best practices you...
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